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Facts and ChallengesFacts and Challenges

• Dynamical mass generation for massless quarks;
(dynamical chiral symmetry breaking). No degeneracy
between JP=+ and JP=-.

•• Dynamical mass generation for Dynamical mass generation for masslessmassless quarks;quarks;
(dynamical (dynamical chiralchiral symmetry breaking). symmetry breaking). No degeneracyNo degeneracy
betweenbetween JJP=+P=+ andand JJP=P=--..

• Strong interactions generate a multitude of bound
states whose complete quantitative understanding
continues to be a challenge. 

•• Strong interactions generate a multitude Strong interactions generate a multitude of boundof bound
statesstates whose complete quantitative understandingwhose complete quantitative understanding
continues to be a challenge. continues to be a challenge. 

• Color degrees of freedom (quarks and gluons) are not
observable (confinement).

•• Color degrees of freedom (quarks and gluons) are notColor degrees of freedom (quarks and gluons) are not
observable observable (confinement).(confinement).

• Studying QCD: lattice, Schwinger-Dyson and Bethe-
Salpeter equations. Then there are effective models
such as the NJL model.

•• Studying QCD: lattice, Studying QCD: lattice, SchwingerSchwinger--Dyson and BetheDyson and Bethe--
SalpeterSalpeter equationsequations. Then there are effective models. Then there are effective models
such as the such as the NJL modelNJL model..



Facts and ChallengesFacts and Challenges

• What is the connection between the current quark
mass and the constituent quark mass.

•• What is the connection between the What is the connection between the currentcurrent quarkquark
massmass and the and the constituent quark massconstituent quark mass..

MeV 300 -- MeV 5 tconstituencurrent ≈>≈ mm
• What is the relation between chiral symmetry
breaking and the light quark confinement? 

•• What is the relation between What is the relation between chiralchiral symmetrysymmetry
breakingbreaking and the and the light quark confinementlight quark confinement? ? 

• How does the QCD coupling constant evolve into the
infrared domain?

•• How does the How does the QCD coupling constantQCD coupling constant evolve into theevolve into the
infrared domain?infrared domain?

0.2 fm0.2 fm 0.02 fm0.02 fm 0.002 fm0.002 fm

• How does this connection manifest itself in the 
hadronic observables (e.g., form factors)? 

•• How does this connection manifest itself in the How does this connection manifest itself in the 
hadronichadronic observables observables (e.g., form factors)(e.g., form factors)? ? 
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• Pion occupies a special place among the hadrons in part
because of its simple valence structure.

•• PionPion occupies a special place among the hadrons in partoccupies a special place among the hadrons in part
because of its simple valence structure.because of its simple valence structure.

• At higher values, it is measured through high-energy
electro-production of pions on a nucleon.

•• At higher values, it is measured through highAt higher values, it is measured through high--energyenergy
electroelectro--production of production of pionspions on a nucleon.on a nucleon.

• It is a bound state of quarks and the Goldstone mode
associated with dynamical chiral symmetry breaking.

•• It is a bound state of quarks and the Goldstone modeIt is a bound state of quarks and the Goldstone mode
associated with dynamical associated with dynamical chiralchiral symmetry breaking.symmetry breaking.

• At low value of momenta, it is measured through the
scattering of pions of atomic electrons.

•• At low value of At low value of momentamomenta, it is measured through the, it is measured through the
scattering of scattering of pionspions of atomic electrons.of atomic electrons.

• Its electromagnetic form factor Fem,Π is a much studied
and experimentally explored object.

•• Its electromagnetic form factor FIts electromagnetic form factor Fem,em,ΠΠ is a much studiedis a much studied
and experimentally explored object.and experimentally explored object.
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The SDE for the quark propagator in Euclidean spaceThe SDE for the quark propagator in Euclidean spaceThe SDE for the quark propagator in Euclidean space

wherewherewhere

A simple ansatz :A simple A simple ansatzansatz ::

yields NJL
model gap
equation:

yields NJLyields NJL
model gapmodel gap
equation:equation:



DefineDefineDefine

NJL Model Description of the QuarkNJL Model Description of the Quark

The gap equation gives the solution:The gap equation gives the solution:The gap equation gives the solution:

And constituent mass:And constituent mass:And constituent mass:

In chiral limitIn In chiralchiral limitlimit

Thus for m=0, M=0 is a solution. This is the only
solution accessible in perturbation theory. 
Thus for m=0, M=0 is a solution. This is the onlyThus for m=0, M=0 is a solution. This is the only
solution accessible in perturbation theory. solution accessible in perturbation theory. 



NJL Model Description of the QuarkNJL Model Description of the Quark

Chirally asymmetric solution exists only when ChirallyChirally asymmetric solution exists only when asymmetric solution exists only when 

ForForFor

Let Λ=1Let Let ΛΛ=1=1

• The maximum value of C(M,1) is 1.
• It is a monotonically decreasing function of M
•• The maximum value of C(M,1) is 1.The maximum value of C(M,1) is 1.
•• It is a monotonically decreasing function of MIt is a monotonically decreasing function of M

Set Λ=1 GeV, the typical hadronic mass scale.Set Set ΛΛ=1 =1 GeVGeV, , thethe typicaltypical hadronichadronic massmass scalescale..



NJL Model Description of the QuarkNJL Model Description of the Quark

Weak couplingWeak couplingWeak coupling

Large mGLarge Large mmGG

M ~ mM ~ mM ~ m

Strong couplingStrong couplingStrong coupling

Small mGSmall Small mmGG

M >> mM >> mM >> m



Thus NJL model describes DCSB like QCD.Thus NJL model describes DCSB like QCD.Thus NJL model describes DCSB like QCD.

NJL Model Description of the QuarkNJL Model Description of the Quark

It corresponds to a free particle with a shifted mass.
Thus it does not exhibit confinement.
It corresponds to a free particle with a shifted mass.It corresponds to a free particle with a shifted mass.
Thus it does not exhibit confinement.Thus it does not exhibit confinement.

Does it exhibit confinement?Does it exhibit confinement?Does it exhibit confinement?

The fully dressed NJL quark propagator is:The fully dressed NJL quark propagator is:The fully dressed NJL quark propagator is:



NJL Model Description of the QuarkNJL Model Description of the Quark

We can improve on the NJL model to make it quark
confining.
We can improve on the NJL model to make it quarkWe can improve on the NJL model to make it quark
confining.confining.

We can use proper time regularization which
guarantees confinement and is backed by hadron
phenomenology.

We can use proper time regularization whichWe can use proper time regularization which
guarantees confinement and is backed by guarantees confinement and is backed by hadronhadron
phenomenology.phenomenology.

withwithwith



NJL Model Description of the QuarkNJL Model Description of the Quark

With proper time regularization NJL Model incorporates
both DCSB and confinement.
With proper time regularization NJL Model incorporatesWith proper time regularization NJL Model incorporates
both DCSB and confinement.both DCSB and confinement.

If we take following phenomenology based values for
these parameters:
If we take following phenomenology based values forIf we take following phenomenology based values for
these parameters:these parameters:

Constituent MassConstituent MassConstituent Mass Chiral CondensateChiralChiral CondensateCondensate

It has 4 free parameters: m, ΛUV, ΛIR, mG.It has 4 free parameters: m, It has 4 free parameters: m, ΛΛUVUV, , ΛΛIRIR, , mmGG..



The BetheThe Bethe--SalpeterSalpeter EquationEquation

In the NJL Model:In the NJL Model:In the NJL Model:

k is the relative quark momentum and P the total bound
state momentum.
k is the relative quark momentum and P the total boundk is the relative quark momentum and P the total bound
state momentum.state momentum.



Axial Vector Ward Takahashi IdentityAxial Vector Ward Takahashi Identity

Dressed quark propagator:Dressed quark propagator:Dressed quark propagator:

QCD GT-Relations:QCD GTQCD GT--Relations:Relations:GT-Relations in 
NJL Model:

GTGT--Relations in Relations in 
NJL Model:NJL Model:



Axial Vector Ward Takahashi IdentityAxial Vector Ward Takahashi Identity

WTI and GT relations are not valid in the NJL Model.WTI and GT relations are not valid in the NJL Model.WTI and GT relations are not valid in the NJL Model.

These facts become more apparent if we consider the
pseudovector component of the Pion BS amplitude.
These facts become more apparent if we consider theThese facts become more apparent if we consider the
pseudovectorpseudovector component of the component of the PionPion BS amplitude.BS amplitude.

However, pseudovector components dominate ultraviolet
behavior of the Pion electromagnetic form factor.
However, However, pseudovectorpseudovector components dominate ultravioletcomponents dominate ultraviolet
behavior of the behavior of the PionPion electromagnetic form factor.electromagnetic form factor.

Remedy is to regularize NJL Model as to ensure that
there are no quadratic or logarithmic divergences.
Remedy is to regularize NJL Model as to ensure thatRemedy is to regularize NJL Model as to ensure that
there are no quadratic or logarithmic divergences.there are no quadratic or logarithmic divergences.

WTI and GT relations are now satisfied exactly in the
NJL model. It now preserve
WTI and GT relations are now satisfied exactly in theWTI and GT relations are now satisfied exactly in the
NJL model. It now preserveNJL model. It now preserves basic symmetries of QCD.s basic symmetries of QCD.s basic symmetries of QCD.



PionPion Electromagnetic Form Factor FElectromagnetic Form Factor Fππ
emem(Q(Q22))

In the chiral limit,In the In the chiralchiral limit,limit,

so that we can chooseso that we can chooseso that we can choose



PionPion Electromagnetic Form Factor FElectromagnetic Form Factor Fππ
emem(Q(Q22))

Interplay of pseudo scalar and pseudo vector components.Interplay of pseudo scalar and pseudo vector components.Interplay of pseudo scalar and pseudo vector components.



PionPion Electromagnetic Form Factor FElectromagnetic Form Factor Fππ
emem(Q(Q22))

With and without the pseudo vector component.With and without the pseudo vector component.With and without the pseudo vector component.



PionPion Electromagnetic Form Factor FElectromagnetic Form Factor Fππ
emem(Q(Q22))

ComparisonComparison withwith otherother modelsmodels andand experimentsexperiments. . 



ConclusionsConclusions

In real QCD, interaction is momentum dependent.In real QCD, interaction is momentum dependent.In real QCD, interaction is momentum dependent.

It implies that tha
function.
It implies that It implies that 
function.function.

mass of a quark is a mass dependentthatha mass of a quark is a mass dependentmass of a quark is a mass dependent

This mass dependence feeds into the physical
observables such as the Pion form factor.
This mass dependence feeds into the physicalThis mass dependence feeds into the physical
observables such as the observables such as the PionPion form factor.form factor.

Constant mass of the NJL model does not capture the
essence of chiral symmetry and the manner in which it
is broken. Thus it cannot be used to describe the Pion
form factor calculations!

Constant mass of the NJL model does not capture theConstant mass of the NJL model does not capture the
essence of essence of chiralchiral symmetry and the manner in which itsymmetry and the manner in which it
is broken. Thus it cannot be used to describe the is broken. Thus it cannot be used to describe the PionPion
form factor calculations!form factor calculations!



ConclusionsConclusions

• One can implement proper regularization scheme and
add the pseudo vector component of the pion to make 
NJL a consistent and a symmetry preserving model. 

•• One can implement proper regularization scheme andOne can implement proper regularization scheme and
add the pseudo vector component of the add the pseudo vector component of the pionpion to make to make 
NJL a consistent and a symmetry preserving model. NJL a consistent and a symmetry preserving model. 

• An NJL model in which the pion has no pseudo vector
component does not respect WTI for arbitrary values of
P and its corollaries such as the GT-relations.

•• An NJL model in which the An NJL model in which the pionpion has no pseudo vectorhas no pseudo vector
component does not respect WTI for arbitrary values ofcomponent does not respect WTI for arbitrary values of
P and its corollaries such as the GTP and its corollaries such as the GT--relations.relations.

• We study the consequences of symmetry preserving NJL
model in its role as an effective description of QCD at
low Q2 through a study of the pion form factor.

•• We study the consequences of symmetry preserving NJLWe study the consequences of symmetry preserving NJL
model in its role as an effective description of QCD atmodel in its role as an effective description of QCD at
low Qlow Q22 through a study of the through a study of the pionpion form factor.form factor.

• We study the electromagnetic pion form factor in an
NJL model.

•• We study the electromagnetic We study the electromagnetic pionpion form factor in anform factor in an
NJL model.NJL model.


